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Nuclear power plants are expected to supply ar, increasing share 

of the Nation’s electricity for the remainder of the century, and to 
i I 

con t ribute toward the Federal gual of achieving energy self-sufficiency. 

The Tenncs$cc Valley Authority’s (TVA) com&+.mcnt to nuclear pI)wc’r 
.-- 

is among the largest of aTly utility system in :h * Nation. The agency’s 
.- , _ _--- I\ 1 

---. 1 studi,- i indicare that nuclear plants represent the bos’. short-range 
I I 

assilranctz of producing an‘adequate aqount of electricity in an environ- 
-. -_ 

menc.al ly acceptable manner at affordable prices. 

The Nuclear Reglllatory .Co&ission (NRC) 1’ ,and the Environmental __ --. _ 

,:“. ProtecLion Agency (cPA) are the Federal regulatory. agencies responsible 

for human and environmental safety of nuclear power plants 

past few years, these agencies have issued many new guide1 i 

established new criteria to enhance safety. 

During the 

nes and 

--- 
i Scquoyah is TVh's second nuclear pvwer plant. The plant has two 

nuclear reactorsland generating units wit;‘ a combined gross electrical 
I 

power output of 4ver 2.4 million kilowaits. It is one of the first ice 

condenser contain’ment type plants in the Nation. The ice condenser is 

a safety system that holds over 2.5 million pounds of small ice flakes. 

It is designed to rapidly quench heat and relieve pressure that could 

build up in the event of a reactor system rupture. Although the ice 

I 
condenser bird notibeen completely tested when TVA purchased it, TVA 

I 
star&cd plant design and construction concurrently to meet its powcar 

L/ wt the time our: study was made, nuclear licensing and r,:lated 
regulatory functions were the responsibility of the. Atomic Energy 

jCommission. These responsibilities were subsryuently transferred 
/to NW by the Energy Keorgaaization Act of 1974 (P-L. 95-438). 
I 

I 
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rcqurrcrwnts forecast for thti 1970’s. .The plant was about 65 percent 

complctc as of September 1’274. 

TVA’:; initial cost estimate in 1968 for. the Scquoyah plant was $3.16 

million. 1 as of Septemyer 1974, the estimatt: incrcascd ovL-t- 100 p~*rc~~nl to 

$675 million -- a growth of $339 million. This cost grc&Lh is attributabl:, 

to cost estimating, design and engineering changes during construction, 

inflation, higher interest on borrowed n.tiney than anticipated, and 

schedule delays. 

The plant’s commercial operation date has been delayed about 40 months 

from the initial plans, and TVA estimates it will incur additional costs of 

$317 million to obtain electriciry from alternate sources during this 

intervening period. The needed electric powrr wculd have been provided 

by the Sequoyah plant had it been completed on scht-tiulc:. 
\ - 

The cost increase,of $339 million will cause TVA's power rat& to 

increase about 2 per&t over the plant’s estimated commercial life of 40 

years. The additional $317 million for alternate power sources will 

increase rates about 5' perdent during the 40-month delay. 

TVA prepared the initial CO8t estinrate when the plant’s desigx? was 

less than 2 percent complete. Lack of experience in scheduling nuclear 

plant construction,and a new conceptual design--ice condenser--complf- 

cated the cost estimating process. 

Costs rapidly increased as over 90 significant design and engineering 

changes were made during construction. New or modified NRC guidelines 

contributed to cost growth and schedule delays, and EPA requirements added 

to the plant's Costa. Delays brought the project into a period of much 

greater inflation than envisioned in the initial'cost estimate, and con- 

tributed substantially to higher interest costs. 

1 .. . -. 2 - 
-.-.- 
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The current cost willTncreaae because of major items not included 'I~ k:--=; ~-~---~-Fk 
l.- .- 

\ 
in the September 1974 estfmate. NRC is still reviewing the project's 

finai design, andAk&nzr engineering' changes may result in additional 

costs. /' 
\ 

-- PROJECT SXEDULE EXPERIENCE -- 

. TVA initiaily estimated commer 
y 

operation datea of October 1973 

fcm.+!coyah's first reactor uni(; and April 1974 for the second reactor 
I‘-. 

-L.. 
"‘-I 

unit. These dates hmzlipped about 40 months to January 1977 and 

_- September 1977. TVA even considers the current schedule to be optimistic. 
-.. 
/- A 

/ The plant's delay is cauayd in part by TVA's optimism toward 
/ / , 

accommodqting forecasted 
I, -.. ..-- 

lktric power requiremeLts and not on a realistic 
. 1 . assessment of the tike needed. for design and construction. TVA relied on 

Inapplicable fossil-fueled plant construction schedules for guidance. 

Evolving nuclear plant technology and changing NRC guidelines resulted 

in major design and engfneedng changes during construction which also 

caused schedule delay. NRC staff are now raising numerous questions about 

tie plant*s design, some of which co.uld result in further plant modifi- 

cations tith associated schedule delays. 
-.-__ __ 

_ , 

I _ 

NRO data shows that about 1 &ars have beer. required to dc,sign and 
Y 

construct a nuclear power plant. The plants are often custom-designed 

making it necessary for NRO to extensively review each design and ensure 

that human and environmental safety stanudrds are met. Each plant's site 
I 

selection process also requires considerable time for collecting and 

- .  

- - - - I  _ 

\ ’ 
1: I 

( ; 

evaluating environmental data prior to starting construction. NRC officials I 

believe that standardizing plant dc!sign and selecting and approving plant I 

sites weil in advance of granting .,i construction permit are promising and 

practical ways of reducing plant lead trmr from 10 to about 6 ycaars. 
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Sequoyah’s power o~.tput will bt, on 1 y i 1 ighti y reduced csven though 

numerous engineering changes were made to the plant. The addition of 

cooling towers 
T 

ill cause. the larl;est reduction, 

One of the,plant's major safety systems --;the ice condenser -- was 

J undergoing testiand analysis by the manufactu're -- Westinghouse Electric 
_. -- 

Corporation :- when plant co&truction started. As problems with this 
'-f \--. 

system were detect&d, major design :changes were nlade and another safety 
: I 

system -- upper head inject‘ion ---was added. Other safety features wt’rc 
-_ ‘. -- 

added or changed'as NRC guidelirks changed. Watcar temperature standards 

for the Tennessee Kiver, which<& now more strict than when TVA startc.d 

its plant design, *e&red constructing cooling towers and adding 8 

new water pumping station. 

As NRC completes its review of Sequoyah's design. ather changes may 

become necessary, and the plant's operating capacity could possibly bcb 

lr estrictcd for safety reasons. 

As construc!tion conzinues, 
1 major coming everlts will include: 

--NRL's com’pletion of its review of TVA’s fIna safety analysis 

report on Sequoyaii. The purpose of this report is to support 

an appiication for an operating license. 

--Review by\ the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguarh. This 

CommitteeIis an independent group established by law whose tasks 

include rtviewing plant safety studies and license applications. 

--Start of fuel loading and reactor testing in July 1976. 

--Start of commercial operation in January 1977. 

-4- 



CONCLUSIOS MD IXCOMMEXDATIo:i 

. 

Concurrent design and con8truction of nuclear plant8 is a norraal 

industry practice according to NRC officials, and plants are often 

cuatou+designed making an extensive NRC review necessary to ensure public 

health and safety. As new technology is applied, NRC reviews become even 
/ 

tnore impartant. An extended period of time usually elapses between NRC's 

two-stage licensing review process -- 42 months in the case of TVA's 

Sequoyah plant -- and concurrency, customization, and new technology 

can increase the likelihood NRC will find problems wFth a utility's plant 

design. The result can be modified design8 and backfits which translate 

into added ccsts and delayed schedul.es. 

-- 

NRC officials acknowledged there wag infrequent communication with 

utilities about specific plant designs and related problems during the 

interval betweer, NRC’s two-stage review. They i~fo?xmi us of ways 

utilities can stay inforrned'of NRC requireuants end acceptance criteria. 
_-. 

We believe it. way be pi,ssible tc reduce or ; void some modifications 

to nuclear plants if NRC maintaintrd survei- tlaace over critical featurtbs 

of a plant's design durlng.the interval between its two regular reviews. 

Except for safety, the main concern should be to assist the utility in 

avoiding future increased costs arrd delayed schedules. 

We recommend that NX re-examine its licensing review procedures 

and practices with the objective of maintaining surveillance over nuclear 

plant designs during tile interval between its two regular reviews -- 

particularly designs prepared concurrently with cons!.ruction -- and of 

finding ways to provide concurrent assistance to utilities in order to 

reduce costs and maintain schedules. 
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. MATTER FOR CONSIDEF$ATTON 
-- ! -\ 

Several bills were-s%troduced 
p -.. 

in the 9Y:rd Congress to help eliminate+,- 
-.-.- 

t ’ 
drlays in the nuriear Iicc sing process and to generally improve lirensing , \ ! 
procedures. Two--k&urea dealt ,<with standardized nucI.ear plant designs and \’ ’ 

6’ 

! 

The latest bill to incorporate these pre-s lected nuclear plant sites. ! 

--- a featur s and co amend the Atomic Energy Act was H.R. 16700. Hearings were 
~ \ 

. held but r&completed. 
/ 

-- 
‘--. 

-‘-\- The Congress may wish td*lontinue reviewing the advantages and disadvan- 
-.” 

. I----. -‘-. 
tages associated with standardization and pre-selected plant sites, and con- 

sider appropriate legislation to help reciuce nuclear plant lead time. 
- 

I- ‘\ I AGENCY COMMLNTS_ 
/ / 

\,. . 
A-draft of 

_x- 
this st 

/ 
dy was furnished to TVA, NRC, and EPA officials, 

:- 
and their comments are incorpl>rated as appropriate. As far as WC’ hnow, 

there are no residual differences in fact. 

QUESTIONS 

Although not fully developed in this staff study, we believe there 

are some matters concerning this project which warrant further attention. 

The fo,llowing questions are provided for use by c he =wressionaL cOtettees 

during fiscal year 1976 hearings on thtr Tennessetl Valley Authority and the 
. 

i Nuclear Regulatory Commission. These questions were includcZ in the draft 

. staff study scat to TVA and KRC for review, but we did not ask for a 

response . 

questions car TVA and KRC ! 

1. Nk raised 427 questions during 1974 about thp Sequoyah plant 

while reviewing TVA's final safe:!, analysis report. What is thtl status 

of TVA’s answers, and what will the realized or i’rojectcd ir;.pact be on 

plant cost, schedule, and perform.rnce? 

h - - - 

.- 
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2. Westinghouse Electric Corporation is schedule to complete 
I 

tests bu its redesigned ice condenser system in Februafy 1975. '&at are 

the results of the tests to date, and will there be any Impact on TVA's 

kquoyah plant In terms of cost, schedule, and performance? 

\ 3. hDX has temp 
4 

rarily restricted the operating capacity of one 

utility company's ice(condeneer unit .-- the Nation's first -- to 81 
I 

percent. i TVA's Sequoyah plant will be t.he second nuclear plant w:th an 
__ _ __- -- 

ice condenser design. j TVA-isGdding an upper-head i h jection @HI) 
f-f-- -.\_ 

system as an additional safety feature. 
i 

,$?RC is revieupg UHI and expects 
/ 

to finish in June 1975. What are-the results of NRC's'review of UHI -_ -_. 
to date? Will &II significantly increase the margin of safety expected? 

I-----_ _. 
What is the lfkelihood that Sequoyah will not be allowed to operate at 

full power because of'the ice condenser design? 

j Question for TVA 

4. TVA is establis.hing a central cost data bank to help it more 

accurately estimate the cost of future nuclear power plants. A major 

construction cost element is the nuclear steam supply system (reactor, 

pressurizers, steam generator, ice condenser, and assgciated equipment) 
i 

purchased from private' marvafacturers, TVA's contracts far these systems 
I are awarded after advertising, and provide for payment on a fixed-price I 
I 

basis subject to escalation. Only the total purchase price is known. 

TVA does not have cost information on the major individual component6 of 

theee systems because ihe contract 
i 

:; do not provide for access to 

contractors' records. 'can TVA develop meaningful construction cost 

information for nuclear power plants lacking the major component costs 
I 

- -_ I-- ._._ .- 

of nuclear steam supply sy3tems? Should this information-be known in 
/ I I 

order to develcp an adequate information base for future cost estimating 

p"SpOSdS? 

I 

I 

-7- ' 
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cHAPTm 1 

IhTRGDUCTIOli 

This staff study on the construction of TVA's Sequoyah nuclear 

power plant is part of the General Accounting Office's continuing effort 

to provide the Congress information on major xquisition programs of 

civil agencies. Although the Sequoyph project was about 65 percent 
I 

complete as of September11374, the study describes problems TVA encountered 

and makes suggestions for improvement in planning and &onsLrxting similar 

projects in the fiiture. 

AUTHORITY, PURPOSE, AND SCOPE OF OPKRATIONS -- 

TVA is a corporation wholly-owned by the Federal Government. The 

agency k;as established by the Congress in 1933 to improve the public 

usefulness cf the Tennessee River and to assist in the develcpment of 

other resources of the Tennessee Valley and adjoining arear.. The 

production and sale of electric power are part of TVA’s resource 

development program. '! 

In fiscal year i974,jTVA supplic‘ electric power at wholesale 

prizes-to 160 municipal and cooperative electrfc systems which distributed 

power to more than 2.4 million customers in parts of seven states. 

TVA also served directly 47 industrial customers with large or unusal 

power requirements, and several Federal atomic, aerospace, and military 

. instalJ.atxns. 

FINANCIAL AE&WGFNENT 

TVA's eiectric poqer program is financially supported by power 

revenues and borrowings. The power program budget for fiscal year 1976 

totaled over $2 billion. 

-8- 
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.T%'s Board of Directors are required by law to sell power at rates';:.‘-‘-., 

\ 

.:. -7- _ ._ 
'-.-.- - -- 

.s low as feasible. However, these rates must p;*ovjde gloss revenues that -- __ 

%?iSl cover all costs associated with operating the power program including 
\ / 
\ - 

debt serv.& (i:.terest and principal payments or deb;sj; payments to 
! 

f i 

in lieu of taxes; dividrnd payments to the U.S. 
-- . \ 

. 
Treasury on the Federal Government's net appropriation investment in power 

facilities made in eariier 
/ 

--‘i- 
:.ear;A-repayments to the Treasury of the apprc- 

-'. C' 
. -.1‘---.- priatioCinvestmen&; atiirgin for reinvestment in the power system. 

TVA considers 15 percent to be a desirable reinvestment lnargin even though ~_ 

‘>his percentage has not yet been Achieved. 
.J 

/ 
I The Congress has/ not appropriated funds tv TVA for new power plant 

,' 
constru&ion since 135 TVA is currently authorized by law to 

incur debts up Lo $5 billion for such purposes. As of August 31, 1974, 

TVA had outstanding dehts totaling $2.8 billion which were incurred through 

bond and note sales, U. S. Treasury advanced, and Federal Finance Bank loans. 

These debts are not obligations of or guaranteed by the Federal Government. 

NUCLEXR POWER PLANTS 

Nuclear power plants are expected to supply an increasing share of 
/ 

the Nation's electricity for thejmainder of the century, and to contribute 

'toward the Federal goal of achieving energy self-sufficiency. . 

TVA's current means of generating electricity is primarily from hydro- 

electric and coal-fired power plants. However, the agency's commitment to 

nuclear power is among the largest of any utility company in the Nation. 

Its studies indicate that iuclear plants represent the best short-range 

-9- 



,  

assu,ance of Traducing an adequate amount of electricity in an environuen- 

tally acceptable manner zt affordable prices. 
.i 

During the next 10 years TVA plans the most massive power plant 

construction program I in; its history, 
I 

expanding current generating CL :ity 

from about 23 million kilowatts to 47 million kilowatts. 'TVd began con- 

struct& its first nuclear power plant--Browns Ferry--in-1966 near 

Decatur, Alabama. In 1969 preliminary construction began on the Sequoyah 

plan: iocated northeast of Chattanooga, Tennessee. Construction started 

on a third plant--Watts Bar-- in 1973 near Spring City,Tennessce, and a 

fourtn plant -- Bellefonte -- in 1974 near Scottsboro, Alabama. Currently, 

three more nuclear plants are planned. 

TVA is its own architect, engineer, and constructor. For the Sequoyah 

plant, Westinghouse Electric Corporation is the major equipment manufacturer 

supplying the nuclear steam supply systems (reactors, pressurizers, steam 

generators, ice condensers and associated equipment) and the turbogenerators. 

Sequoyah is a pressurized light water reactor plant, with two nuclear 

reactors and generating units having a combined gross electrical power 

output of 2,441,160 kilowatts. 

The nuclear reactors are the source of heat for producing steam. The 

force of the expanding steam drives turbines that spin a rotor inside a 

magnetic field to generate electric power (see Figure 1). Controlled ' 

nuclear fission of uranium fuel will create the heat in a pressurized 

reactor core. The reactor core contains more than,50,000 long, slender 



i 
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i 
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fuel rods which hold 111 tons of uranium dioxide--about one-third of 

which are replaced each year. 

The plan is designed with three separate'and distinct water 

cycles for ea'h nuclear steam supply system (sic Figure 1). The first 
'I .I 

cycle consists! of pressurized water circulatin upward through the 
, , _-' * 'i 

reactor core+-transfer-the heat generated by/nuclear fission. The 
/ 

heated water.is pumped to a steamlgenerator where it passes through 
'\ . . \. 

U-shaped tubes. The second cycle-contains water surrounding these 

heated tubes. The water absorbs the heat and is turned to steam. 

The steam turns a turbine generator to produce the electricity. The 

steam continues through the trlrbinee to a condenser that converts 

the steam back to water by circulating it around tubes cooled by a third 

cycle of water pumped from a reservoir in the Chickanauga Lake. The water 
I 

collected from condensed steam in the second cycle is then pumped back 
I 

to the steam generator to continue the steam-making process. The lake 
I 

water flowing through the plant's condensers nevel- enters the steam 

generator or the reactor vessel, but either (I) flows through cooling 
I 

towers and ret;rns to the lake, (2) flows through the cooling towers into 
1 

the water intake channel and is pumped back through the condensers in a 

closed-loop cycle, or (3) is discharged directly to the lake. 

I 
Sequoyah iis among the first nuclear powel- plants to use a new type 

of reactor cont'ainment vessel which includes an ice condenser (see Figure 2). 

Other nuclear Pbwer Plants that do nat have ice condensers house the nuclear 

ireactor in a iarge steel or steel-lined concrete vessel. Because of the 

-ll- 
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ice condenser, Sequoyah's two steel containment vessels are considerably ! 
.-i---- \: 

smaller and each are enclosed by a 3-fcot thick reinforced concrete wall. 
/ . The concrete building serves as a biological shield as well as structural 

. _- 
a prot ction for the steel vessels. , 

I/ The steel vessels conta an annular chamber 13 feet wide that will I 
I‘ 

"hold over 2.5 million pounds of small ice flakes. In the event of a -._ 

reactor accident, the mass of ice is expected to rapidly quench heat I 
3 i 

-. and pressure that might occur within the containment vessel. 
I- . 

Other primary safet3 systems in the containment area, but not I 
_- 

\ -. emergency core cooling sys:em and a containment 
I 

-spray system. 

SCOPE. OF.STGDY - 

This study covers tne project's status as of September 1974 in 

I 

terms of cost, schedule, and technical performance. It also identifies 

the changes and the basic reasons fur them since the project was presented 

to the Congress in January 1909. 

We obtained the information by interviewing TVA, hXc, EPA, Nesting- 

house Electric Corporat~~,~ / and State of Tennessee officials; and by 

. rev&wing pertinent Fe:leral and state laws and regulations, and agency 
s 

files and corresponden e. 

We performed the study at TVA offices in Knoxville and Chattanooga, 

Tennessee; the Sequoyah project site near Daisy, Tennessee; the NRC 

office in Bethesda, Maryland; and the EPA regional office in Atlanta, 

Georgia. 



CPAPTER 2 -- 
I 

- 

PROJECT COST EXYERIEfiCE ; 

TVA’s initial cost estimate of $336 million in August 1968 for 

the Sequoyah plant increased by $339 million or over 100 percent to 
I I 

$675 million as of September 1974. The cost growth is attributable to 

cost estimating, design and engineering-changes during construction, 

inflaticn, high&r interest on borrowed money tha anticipated, and 
.-_.-- : 

4-4 -. ,Y-_. 
schedule delays., x...__ 

i 
' f 

TVA afficia;?; estimated,that &d,itional costs of at least $317 
. -_ 

million will be incurred to obtain needed electricity from alternate 

sources because.the plant w& nor--completed on schedule. These costs _ ._ 

are in addition to the estimated operating costs TVA would have incurred / 

if the Sequoyah plant had started producing poder when originally planned. 

The alternate electricity needed during the schedule delay period is 

provided by cont;nuing usage of less economical fossil-fueled plants, 

using newly acquired combustion turbine power generators, and purchasing 

/ power from other utility companies. 
i 

TVA may ir,zur even more costs as a result of continuing NRC and EPA 

reviews of the plant's safety and environmental features. Ultimately, all 

costs are passed ;on to TVA customers. 

Table 1 compares the initial construction cost estimates with current 

estimates. i : 

1 

: I 
i . ! 

-13- 
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r Cost categories 

Estimated pr:>jcct costs 
Wllions > Dollar Percentage . ___- -. _ 

August 1968 Sept.1974 increase increase 

. Construction labor 

s Material, equipment, an 
subcontractor 

General expense including design 

-. Contingency 

Interest during construction 

Total plant construction 
cost 

Nuclear fuel 

Plant construction cost 
including nuclear fuel 

aTVA does not include initial fue 
although both are capitalized. 

$ 48 $112 $ 64 133 

203 3(?7 104 51 

32 95 63 197 

17 19 2 12 

36 142 106 294 - - 

$336 $675 $339 101 

aa aa 24 44 

$390 $753 $363 93 
=XZZZ- 

1 costs in construction costs, 

COST ESTIMTING I 
I 

TVA's initial cost estimate was understated primarily because TVA 

lacked experience in scheduling construction of nuclear power plants, and 

could not anticipate the number of engineering changes or the extent 

of inflation. 

-T 
Other power companies also had estimating problems. 

t 
For example, Power Enpineering, a power generation engineering magazine 

reported in August 1974: 

"There was not much experience-in the mid-1960s with nuclear ., . 
power plant capital costs, and the estimates made at tnat 
time for future plants are turning out to be far too low. 
In aggregate, the true cost of the 29 nuclear plants con- 
tracted for in 1965-66 probably will reach more than double 
the aggregate of the original estimmates." 

. 
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hXC data published in the ~%i%-i&ue further illustrated increasing 

construction costs: The data showed that 30 nuclear plants contract& 

for in 1967 will have an average c;st of $354 a kilowatt (KW) compared 
/ 

to origil al estimates of $146/KW aTd 14 nuclear plants contractea: for 
k 

in 1968 wil? average about $413/KW compared to original estimates of 

$157/KW for 17 plants. / 

-1 
Sequoya>.,is currently expected to cost $276/Kw 

compared to an originahkte of $138/KW. 

The Sequoyah plant's design was less than 2 percent complete when 

-J.the original cost estimate was made. Construction labcr hours nearly 
I 

; : 

j 

doubled to 15.4 milkion hours/from the original estimate of 8.2 million. 
_- 

Engineer&g design $0~ I/ s (which also represent labor hours) were three 

time&larger than the orfginal estimate--$45 million compared to $15 i 
i 

million. 

TVA officials informed ua that because of limited experience in 

scheduling nuclear plant construction, initial labor hour estimates 

were understated. TVA recognized this underestimate early Ln the program, 

and in January 1970 increased the original estfmatt. from 8.2 million to 
! 

12.2 million hours. Labor hours w?re later increased because of design 
/ and engineering changes during construction, and because formal quality 

assurance procedures were implemented. 

DESIGN Am ENGIHEERJXG CHANGES 
DURING CONSTlXJCTION 

During construction, design and engineering changes probably had more 

impact on cost growth than any other single factor. These changes affected 

all areas--labor, material, interest, and schedule--and primarily resulted 
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from TVA initiated d<Lign changes, h‘RC and EPA r,quirements for added h 

nuclear safeguards and environmental protection,,and equipment nanu- 

facturers' redesigns. 

To illustrate this problem, TVA identified over 90 significnnt engi- 
\ 

I 
neering changesithat were made to Sequoyah after' the original cost estimate. 

I 
These changes attributed to: h'RC requiremeyts - 3.5; TVA redesigns - 

28; TVA de:isions because of improved technology or cost savings - 13; 
_- _ . .' I 

EPA requireme&; :. 
.-_ 

4; equipment manufacturers' i 
I 

;cdesigns - 4; equipment 

manufacturer modifications because 
I . 

._ of safety criteria changes - 4; and 
. . -_ 

ether reqLirements - 5. Selected r&jor changes are dlscussed in the Plant 

Performance section of this‘st‘a‘ff: study. 

INPLATTON ~ 

TVA officials attributed about $150 million or 22 percent of the $675 

million project cost to inflation. The original cost estimate included 

an allowance for inflation, but the inflation rate experienced was much 

greater than anticipated. 

! TVA's original and current projections of annual inflation per- 

centage incre; ;es for labor, material, and interest rates are shown 
! 

in Table 2. \ 

- - 1.~ Table 2 

Cost category 
I 

Labor rates 

Faterial 
L 

I 
Primary equipment manufacturer 

Material, 
I I Labor 'i 

I I Interest I 

Annual percentage projections 

August 1968 September 1974 

4 10 

3 IO 

2 
5.5 

(2L.la 
( 

6 8.5 
I 

aCumulative actual rate based on escalation clause in contract. 
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In 1968, TVA’Y nuclear plant construction employees averaged $4.65 

an hour including fringe benefits. The agency initially estimated that 

the l'abor rate for the Sequoyah plant would average $5.86 an hour 

over the project's construction period. The current estimate averages 

$7.29 an hour-- a 24 percent increase. 

Material costs increasdd considerably during Sequoyah's construc- 

-_ 
.. 

tion period. Table 3 shows material price escalation before and after 

the project started. 

Table 3 

Material category 
Tot& percent of escalation for-periods 

1964-1968 1969-1973 

Iron and steel 6 37 

Steel mill products 6 30 

Alloy steel bark 11 28 

Nickel cathode sheets 19 49 

Electrical sheet alloy ! 7 26 

Copper wire i 41 45 

TVA officials stated that their fixed price contract policy and Federal 

wage and price controls re'dcced the full impact of inflation during 

the early part of construction, but later ma:erial costs Increased 

rapidly. 

Interest rates fluctuated during the construction period but were 

generally higher than the 6 percent rate TVA initially projected. 

The effect of higher rates was estimated at $13.5 million. Table 4 

shows the average rates incurred or projected by fiscal year. Increased 

i 

interest costs that are not related to higher rates are discussed in 

the next section. 
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.I 
'\.-.- -Table 4 

I  Incurred or projected 
FiscAyear interest rate 

\ . 
1970 7.3 

i 

1971 8.0 
.- 1972 5.5 _- ,-- 

XL \ 1973 6.0 
1974 7.0 
1975 / 8.5a 

' --\ 
1976 ,=' c a.Lja 

.', <" 
--.:--. _ ‘1 

a Projected 

~. INTEREST ON BORROWED MONEY \ -- 
/- \ 

, TVA officials estima e a $106 million interest cost increase river 
/ 2 

the 
\~, . . ./-- 

$36 million init',aily projected br'nging the total tc $142 million. 
-.. A . Approximately $79 million of this increase is attributable to construc- 

tion schedule delays requiring larger borrowings and therefore more 
_, 

capitalized interest. About $13.5 million is attributable to higher !I -$ 
capital costs of the plant also requiring greater borrowing. The 'i 

B 
remaining $13.5 increase was due to higher interest rates as discussed 

above. 

TVA capitalizes in'.erest costs during construction, and these costs ' 

are charged to operating exp 
/ 

ses when the plant begins commercial 

operation. As of June 30, 1974, $51.million were capitalized. At 

project completion, assuming the current project cost estimate is not 

increased, interest costs would be charged to operations at the rate of , 
I 

about $5 million a' month. This inciudes not only all accumulated capi- 

talized interest, but also interest incurred on other debts required to 
-a f . I 

pay the capitalized interest. 
1 
;# 

4 
:- 
I ',,$.$ 
3 
.g 
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O'iII~R COSTS 
I 

TVA officials estimated that .Iddicional costs of at least $.Ji7 

million will be incurred other than those attributable to project cost 

i 
growth, because Sequoyah's construction was not completed on schedule. 

I 
IO satisfy its customers' electricity lleeds during the approximately 

&kionth delay perdod, TVA must obtain power.from alternate sources by 
I /- 

_ -- 
making greater use 'of less economical fossilTfueled/plants, using 20 

+.. ---~. -. 
,. -.. 

newly acquired combustion turbine 
I 

power generators, 'and purchasing power 
: 

from other utility companies,. '\... ~ .~\. 
1 

I . -__ --_ -\ -_ --- 
The extra costs'are in addition to the-estimated operating costs 

-. 
TVA would have incurred if the Seqzyah plant had been operable as origi- 

nally planned. A major portion of these added costs is due to the more 

expensive type of fuel that will be used. For example, in the first 

quarter of fiscal year 1975, TVA's uost to produce 1,000 kilowatt hours 

using nuclear fuel was $1.55 as compared to $4.56 for coal and $25.53 

for +el oil. 

Installation of the 20 combustion turbines are estimated to cost $137 

. 

million. TVA o:ficials stated that the turbines were purchased specifically 

because Sequoyah waslnot placed in commercial. operation as planned. They 
/ 
1 

added, however, that:the turbines may be used in later years to meet peak 

and emergency electricity requirements. A portion of the turbines depreciable 

costs werzincluded in the estimated $317 million discussed above. 

HIGHER POUER RATES Td CONSUME?S 

TVA estimates power rates charged its customers will increase about 2 

percent during Sequoyah's estimated comercial life of 40 years because of 

the $339 million cost/growth. A rate increase of about 5 percent will 

be needed during the 40-u>nth perjod the plant's schedule was delayed to 

I 
-19- 
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pay the $317 million for the alternate sources of power discuss;d above. 
. , 

TVA officials expect nuclear power plant construction costs to continue : 

increasing and these costs will be passed on to consumers. In 1983, 

TVA estimates it gross kilowatt capital cost to be about $654. This 

compares to Sequoyah's current estimate of $276 per gross kilowatt. 

: I . 
Construction costs for other methods of producing power also will be higher. 

-2o- 



PRO&CT SCHEWLE EXPERIEXCE- 
_-- 

The first reactor unit was originally scheduled for commercial 

operation in October-3973, and the,.second unit in April 1974. The 
I 

_ latest e&hate is January 1977 and September 1977 which represents 

The principal causes of the de1 
./ 

'were TVA's opttiis-n toward 

-.. accoydating forecasted electr5'gpower requirements; TVA's reliance 
.‘-. --. i' . . --.--A _ _ on Inapplicable fossil-fueled power plant construction schedules for 

guidance; and NRC's licensing review practices ant' required modifica- 

., <ions, 
‘\ 

,/ 

' \.., . - 
Selected specific pr blems 

_ _ _... ,= /P 
contributing to the delay included: 

--Additional ma&ial testing and documentation because ~/- 

hXC altered its quality assurance requirements; 

--Modified h%C criteria resulting in redesign and some back- 

fitting of nuclear pipe systems to protect against a pipe- 

rupture; 

--TVA analysis and redesign for altered pipe-rupture criteria 

resulting in postponing orders for material that eventually 

caused late delivery; 
/ 

--Dismantling other completed structures because of altered 

design criteria; 

--A new and untested ice condenser system that later proved 

unacceptable requiring extensive redesign; and 

--Changes to the emergency core cooling system. 

-21- 
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r  TVA is not the only utility experiencing achedulc* delays--the 

problem is industry-wide. For example, the Atomic Industrial Furum--a 

not-for-profit international management association representing mofe 

than 600 organizations interested in the peaceful uses of nuclear 

'energy--published a r&port in April 1974 on the cause:; of nuclear power 
I 

plant delays. The repLrt concludes that 46 of 47 nuclear plants under 

construction experienced schedule delays ranging fr& 5 to 61 months. 

._ Although several delay factors are listed, the major causes and related 

percentages of delayed plant months are 8s follows: changes imposed by 

modifications in licensing and regulatory requiremen (42%); shortages 

and inadequate productivity of personnel (17%); and Iate delivery of 

components and/or materials (8%). Other delays were caused by adminis- 

tratfve or legal procedures, action by interveners commercial consider- 

ations, and site-relat?d problems. 
I 

OPTIMISTIC SCHEDULING &?D NUCLEAR 
PLANT INIZPEXIEXCE / / 

, 
. T'?A officials told us, and the documents we reviewed indicated that 

Sequoyah's schedule was optimistic. A major reason was because key 

Fzhedule dates were based on projected operational dates when Sequoyah's 

electric power -xould be needed. Thus, TVA force-fitted the design and 

construction schedule to accommodate electric power requirements, and did 

not base the operational date on a realistic assessment of the time needed 

for design anl construction. 

Because TVA's experience in xheduling nuclear plant design and con- 

struction was lhited, the agency relied upon its extensive fossil-fueled 

plant experience to help establish Seql:oyah's schedule. TVA later learned 

that fossil power plant construction methodo1ogy.i~ not fully applicable 

to nuclear power plant construction. 
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c ;’ - \ 
Sequoyah'e latest projected commercial operating dates in 1977 ~~.&, -___ -, 

1.~-- . 
also be optimistLc because of future uncertainties associated with 

\ -.---', 

material delivery dates, ice condenser system test results, and NIX re- 
\ !; 

I 
; 

quiren/ents. The latest projection contains no allowance for additional ! 
; 

chang 
L 

s that may be made by the primary equipment manufacturer or for ._ 
. . -. 

, 

.-, * 
c-.. 

\.~ .  
‘. 

compliance with additional NRC requirements. 

-.. 
- 

/ 
NW IHPACT ON SCHEDULE 

*A officials xi that NRC has had a major impact on Sequoyah's 

.--\. I' : 

schedule by issuing several new industry-wide regulatory guide- 

I* lines. NRC's primary concern >s to ensure that nuclear plants are designed 
/ 

and constructed to' operate safely, and little consideration is given 
/=-- / * 

to the effect of-these guidelines on delaying schedules. Delays translate 

into higher capital costs. 

NRC officials said the period of 1968 through 1974 was a time of 

great evolution for nuclear regulatory requirements. hhen TVA started 

designing Sequoyah in 1968, nuclear safety criteria mre broad and general. 

Since then, NRC has formulated and continued to upgrade its regulatory 

guides to provide more detailed guidance on what is acceptable. NRC 

officials acknowledged that this,eaused schedule delays because applicants 
/ 

could not foresee these changes during a plant's early design stages. 

Although applicants are not legally required to comply with NRC 

regulatory guides, tSey usually update their designs to conform with h-RC's 
I 

latest guides or interpret&ions. NRC officials told us that applicants 

would rather not take a chance of not being granted an operating license 

because of noncompliance. TVA officials stated that their experience 

indicates that NRC guidelines are used in practice in neariy every case as if 

they had the force of law with NRC's leverage residing in the threat of 

"no compliance, no operating license." 1 I 
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Eackf'itting 

TIA of'f'cia.ls informed us of 23 cases at the Sequoyah project where 

1 a structure or component had to be-torn out and rebuilt, or added because 

of required changer. i- Backfittings for whi'ch RRC was responsible were due 

to issuing industry.+de regulatory guideline)s. Table 5 below shows 
I I--. _ 1 

the number-dr~backfitting cases!and the organization responsible for causin& 
1 '_ 

the change.' l . . ). 
j - .__ '. . . 

.\ --. Table 5 . 

Organization: responsible 
EPA Equipment 

manufacture .- Total 

Major , 6 1 2 2 11 

Kinor 3 5 2 2 12 - 

Total 9 6 A-. 4 23 

l&ajoriimpact includes changes that cost $2 million or more. 
Minoriimpact includes changes that cost less than $2 million. 

TVA off&ials stated that NRC seldom reviews backfits to assure that 
I 

substantial benefits are derived, and believe NRC should justify any major 

change after issuing a construction permit. Because the backfittings for 

which NRC was responsible t.-er.e the result of issuing regulatory guidelines 

i to all utilittes, no cost-benefit analyses were made for specific plants 

affected. I 1 
I I 

ISRC Licensirg 'Review 

XRC regulations require a two-stage licensing review process before 

issuing a nuclear plant operating license. The first review is based upon 

an applicant's Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) in support of a 
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. : 
:  

.  r  

xx:ztr.uction permit ap;.lication. The sccor.d review is based upon thr: 
-. 

*> :q,;Li i r::1nt.'s Yinal Safety Anal.ynrin Report (PEAR) ia support of an op~al.in;: j 

, 

licd:ztsr: application. 

NRC ap:JrOVed TVA ’ 9 
b 

SAR which prccents general design criteria and 

preliminary design information, and issued a construction permit on I 

.. ; 
. . L 

Kay 27, 1970. In December 1973, TVA subbitted its FSAR to NRC which provides I 

details on the plant's final design. Iu?IC and TVA officials acknowledge that r 

during this 42-month period there -vlits little communicaticn between the 

agencies specifically related to Sequoyah's design and construction. In 

fact, ERC informed us that relatively speaking this is true for all appli- 

cants. As a consequence, KRC had little knowled{:e of Sequoyah's design 

Ilctail;; un-ii1 it reviewed the FSAR at which time the plant was ahout 00 

percent complete, and the plant's design was nea-rly complctf:. A:; the 
I 

IEK staff reviewed the F$AR during 1974, 427 questions were generated 
I 

about'the plant. The resolution of some of these questions could result 

in further plant modifications. 

For example, with XRC approval, TVA designed Sequoyah's reactor 

buildings to withstand the impact of tornado-hurled objects such as: 

--a cross-tie, 7 inches by 9 inches by 12 feet long, 

--a steel pipe 2 inches in diameter by 7 feet long, and 

--an automobile 4,000 pounds traveling at 50 miles an 

hour at a maximum height of 25 feet. 

In June and October 1974, XRC asked TVA to analyze the impact of 

additional objects such as: 

--a steel pipe 12 inches in diameter by 15 feet long, 
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. 
--a s&l rod 1 inch in diameter by 3 feet long, 

._;w \ 
i 

i 

/,' '--+ 
>It,ility pole 13 $ ~nchcs in diameter by 35 beet loo;, ond 

\ i 
I 
1 

.4 
--a Ji,OOO pound automobile hittin,{ the top of the reactor building 

i 
.- 

-\ which is 151 feet high. 

/ 

, 

.-. 
TVA officials believe. here is no new evidence to show that either 

. . -. 
---. >-set.of objects -in 

a/ 
‘ '/realistic 

q---.._ 
than the other, and consider NRC's request 

to be an academic exercise. NRC officials info--aed us that a Preliminary 
\ - -_ 

A-' 
review of TVA's responses tidicates that the reactor buildings will not 

I 
require reillfsrcementg 4 - ut that some plant features are not protected by 

'\.., . - 
_-. _ >. 

-b&"&ngs and 7 d ' . _- _ .f. require plant additions. 
/ 

--POTEiJTIAL FOR REiXJC1~C 
WC&W? PIAIJT LIL4D TIE 

NRC has rccomnended standarciizing nuclear plant desif:ns as one a;tl 

to,mrd simplifying and shortening its licensing revi‘:w pro(:css. h%C bl:lievl*s 

as industry ga'.ns experience in duplicating major ?)ortions of standardized 

plants, construction time and costs rould also be reltueed. NRC perceives 

s'tandardization as a long-term goai, but estimates that the 10 years it 

has taken to construct a n k; 9 lear plant could be reduced about 2 years by 

common. plant design. 

TVA supports plant standardization and is implementing the idea for a 

new nuclear plant scheduled for completion in l98O-1982. i!owever, BGency 

officials informed us that no appreciable licensing schedule advantige has 

been granted to date. 

IJRC and TVA officials agreed that pre-selected nuclear plant sites wquld 

also reduce a nuclear giant's lead time by 1 to‘ 2 years. Pi-e beginning of 

plant construction would not be delayed if an applic::nt com:)leted the site 
























